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Here we are, with President Ford wearing a name tag! He had printed 
the name tag himself, and it said “Jerry Ford”— not “President Ford” 
or “Gerald Ford.” He was just one of  us.
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Exemplary Leaders Give Control

The exemplary leader understands that the intrinsic energy of  their
team members is the force that will enable the organization to real-
ize sustainable success. Exemplary leaders understand that team
members do not want to be average; they desire to be exceptional
and set exceptional standards for themselves and others. The exem-
plary leader giving up control enables team members to own and be
responsible for the organization’s future. That said, it is also important
for the exemplary leaders to continue to support and reinforce the
committees, and for team members to sustain their commitment to
Peak Performance.

Clarifying Boundaries of the Core Identity

The exemplary leaders and leadership teams help clarify the bound-
aries of the Core Identity by acknowledging in-bounds behavior and 
addressing out-of-bounds behavior. And they do so as quickly as pos-
sible, so there is no confusion among team members about what is 
acceptable. The clarified boundaries enable the safety and security all 
are seeking.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix A: Extraordinary Teams Survey: Beyond 
High Performance

Adapted from works by organizational change consultants Shawn Quinn and 
Don Mroz

Rate your feeling on a scale of 1–5 with 1.being.poor.and.5.being.great ..
Your.response.will.be.confi.dential;.we.appreciate.openness ..

1. _____ We have a clear purpose.

2. _____ We actively and consciously look for the positive in what
we are doing.

3. _____ We celebrate success regularly.

4. _____ We seek to understand what created the successes we
have had as a team.

5. _____ We hold each other accountable for producing results
that will move us toward our purpose.

1. _____ I understand how what I do aff ects the team’s Purpose.

2. _____ I feel comfortable sharing ideas with the team.
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3. _____ I feel risk-taking is encouraged on this team.

4. _____ I feel valued as a part of  this team.

5. _____ I am regularly encouraged to come up with new ways to
do my job.

6. _____ I have a chance to share what I have learned as part of
my job with the team.

7. _____ I know my role on the team.

8. _____ I have passion for what I am doing.

9. _____ I am known for my strengths and allowed to use them.

Appendix B: Peak Performance Assessment Template

Peak Performance Assessment for _______________________

Peak Performance = Culture Fit + Competency Fit + behavior Fit

Please rate your team member on each component of  the Peak Per-
formance Evaluation. Please provide real examples exemplifying the 
rating given to create the most accurate, effective picture possible for 
the team member. Please add an Objective Key Metric (OKM) for 
each, if  possible. 

Ratings: 1–10, with 1 = does not fit at all; 5 = fits, as much as does 
not fit; 10 = perfect fit oR A = Role Model; B = Can become a Role 
Model; C = Unlikely to become a Role Model
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Organizational Culture Fit

Purpose Alignment  OKM ________ Rating: ________

Purpose  _________________________________________________

Examples  ______________________________________________

vision Alignment OKM ________ Rating: ________

Vision __________________________________________________

Examples  ______________________________________________

Core Values Alignment

Core value A Alignment OKM ________ Rating: ________

Core Value A  _____________________________________________

Examples  ______________________________________________

Core value b Alignment OKM ________ Rating: ________

Core Value B  _____________________________________________

Examples  ______________________________________________

Core value C Alignment OKM ________ Rating: ________

Core Value C  _____________________________________________

Examples  ______________________________________________

Core value d Alignment OKM ________ Rating: ________

Core Value D  _____________________________________________

Examples  ______________________________________________
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Core value E Alignment OKM ________ Rating: ________

Core Value E  _____________________________________________

Examples  ______________________________________________

Job Competency Fit

natural Talents needed (list and rate each)

OKM  __________________________________________________

natural Talent needed Rating Examples that support the scoring

learned Skills needed (list and rate each)

OKM  __________________________________________________

learned Skills needed Rating Examples that support the scoring

Knowledge needed (list and rate each)

OKM  __________________________________________________

Knowledge needed Rating Examples that support the scoring
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Job Behavior Fit

Purposeful behaviors OKM ________ Rating: ________

Examples  ______________________________________________

Positive Energy OKM ________ Rating: ________

Examples  ______________________________________________

Passion for the Job OKM ________ Rating: ________

Examples  ______________________________________________

Appendix C: Resources for the Reader

Center for Positive organizations, university of  michigan 
Ross School of  business

“The Center for Positive Organizations is dedicated to building a bet-
ter world through the science and practice of  thriving organizations.”

https://positiveorgs.bus.umich.edu/an-introduction/

Everybody matters

“We’re showing what’s possible at the intersection of  great business 
strategy and profound care for people.”

https://www.barrywehmiller.com/home

Worklife with Adam Grant (podcast)

“Organizational psychologist Adam Grant takes you inside some truly 
unusual places, where they’ve figured out how to make work not suck.” 

https://adamgrant.net/podcast/
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Simon Sinek

“We’re here to provide you with the tools to inspire every single mem-
ber of  your team.” 

https://simonsinek.com/all-things-business/

Jon Gordon

“Inspiring people and organizations to work with more vision, pas-
sion, positivity, and purpose.”

https://jongordon.com/books/

The Knowledge Project with Shane Parish (podcast)

“We interview world-class doers and thinkers so you can better ana-
lyze problems, seize opportunities, and master decision-making.” 

https://fs.blog/knowledge-project-podcast/
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

For more than twenty years, Fritz Seyferth and his team at FS/A have 
been helping organizations access their untapped potential, paving 
the way for achieving consistent, sustainable Peak Performance. By 
combining a systems engineering mindset with a deep understanding 
of  human motivation, Fritz shares how a meaningful life is enhanced 
when we partner with like-minded people who make the shift from me 
to team .

Fritz learned early in life to be fl exible and open to change, and to 
understand there are many ways to succeed: He lived in seven cities in 
fi ve states before starting kindergarten in Covina, CA, and then moved 
to Swarthmore, PA, before settling in Darien, CT, where he fi nished 
high school. 

Understanding how things work—and taking them apart and putting 
them back together to work even better—has always been a fascina-
tion for Fritz, whether it is a bicycle, plant layout, or organization.

He was fortunate to compete at the highest levels in college, as a pro-
fessional athlete, and in business. His more than forty-year study of  
leadership and exceptional teams has provided an intimate under-
standing of  the principles and disciplines found in the most successful 
leaders and organizations.
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These experiences comprise the foundation for his deep understand-
ing of  exceptional leaders and the strategies for consistently surpassing 
expectations:

●● playing football and earning his Industrial/Operations Engi-
neering degree at the University of  Michigan

●● playing professional football for the New York Football Giants
and Calgary Stampeders

●● attending night school at four universities to earn his MBA
●● working as a consultant with BF Goodrich in Akron, Ohio, and

Arthur Young & Co. in New York City
●● holding leadership positions, including Executive Associate

 Athletic Director, for twenty-one years in the University of
Michigan Athletic Department

●● creating a Tier-2 automotive manufacturing company and a
biotech company

●● leading the FS/A Team Building/Leadership Development
practice

In Fritz’s long-term commitment to the Ann Arbor area, he has sup-
ported thirteen non-profit boards and many for-profit boards, and he 
has built a reputation as a confidant with unquestioned trust and com-
mitment to those who serve others.

Outside of  his coaching practice and being with family, Fritz’s pas-
sions are woodworking, being out-of-doors hiking, rowing the Huron 
River, mountain biking, road biking, snow skiing, and all activities on 
the water with the grandkids at the family summer home in Traverse 
City, Michigan. 

Fritz resides in Ann Arbor with his wife, Lynn, and cherishes his rela-
tionships with his three children and twelve grandchildren.
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